
Canada & The Sinister
Canada must be understood for what it is a totalitarian Communist dictatorship by Justin Trudeau and 
by the liberal and NDP parties. Creating a 1984-esqe nightmarish Messianic empire that is an 
Amerikkkan puppet state for the most part. Criticism of the Canadian government is illegal. And for the
most part socially faux pas. You will either be sent to the Gulags by the KGB (RCMP) or interned at a 
mental hospital involuntarily for an indefinite sentence until you are properly re-educated. For these 
reasons these current forms or heresies are needed.

1) Islam. Islamophobia is illegal in Canada as well as criticism of Islam. Capitalizing on this in a 
country where Islamic Jihadists are financially compensated and housed, clothed and fed for free at the 
expense of the tax payer is a golden opportunity.

2) Anarchism and the far left. Both are unmonotired by the Canadian government and given unofficial 
government support. These help to crush the lifeblood of the Canadian government ie capitalism. As 
well as championing rogue nations such as Vietnam and the DPRK. The individual should either 
encourage further a) downfall by championing degenerate forms, b) actively fight and resist the 
capitalist system or c) create a scandal particularly a sex scandal such as ANTIFA members being 
pedophiles etc. 

3) Ecofascism or active environmental resistance.

4) Encourage and promote return of land and resources to Natives.

5) Promote and encourage separatism especially in Quebec and Newfoundland. And seek to build or 
promote rural Reichsfolk communities in Newfoundland.

6) Promote or aid National Socialism in either its non racist Reichsfolk form or racist form.

7) Become a trafficker of drugs or prostitution or pornography. These weaken and sicken societies.

8) Promote and aid active resistance to Zionism, Nazareny, antifascism,  Egalitarianism and 
"democracy".

9) Promote and aid historical revisionism ie particularly the myth of the Holocaust. And theories of 
racial inequality.

10) Burn or disrupt Nazarene places of worship.

11) The use of hermetic and ceremonial "black" magick to aid Falcifer, Vindex, black masses, the Mass
of Heresy, Rite of Defiance etc.

12) Promote or aid the new Hebodmian way of the O9A or the old O9A. Perhaps by starting a nexion 
or website to promote ideas. Distributing O9A MSS. Following either the Baeldracian, 
Sevenfold(Falciferian) or Rouning way.

13) Promoting and aiding anti-Amerikkkanism.

14) Assassinations of key ZOG assets or politicians or terror bombing campaigns using as a manual 
works such as David Myatt's "Practical Strategy", James Mason's "Siege", Hunter or Turner Diaries etc.



15) Joining or aiding the Islamic Jihad.

16) Promoting or aiding the Russian campaign in the Ukraine. Or by returning the original National 
Socialist elements to the Ukrainian military. ie ceasing its "denazification efforts"

With these ways we cannot fail. 
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